
Shallowater ISD Math Vocabulary 
Implementation Plan 

 
In Kindergarten, students will have a math vocabulary folder in which they 
will write the word and draw an illustration of what it means. Then the word 
will go up on the Math Vocabulary wall. 
 
 
 
In Grades 1, 2, and 3, students will create and maintain a math vocabulary 
folder.  Students will create a variety of graphic organizers to demonstrate 
their knowledge of each word.  Students will maintain a list of the words, as 
well as the words’ definitions, examples/non-examples, illustrations, and 
use of words in sentences. 
 
EXAMPLE:  sum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       Sum:  The answer when numbers 
  sum            are added together. 
________________________________________________________________ 

 
                
 
 

               +      =       1 + 1 = 2      2 is the sum of 1+1 
 
 
                                          sum 
                                            
 
 
 
 
 
In Grade 4, students will create and maintain a math album out of 4x6 
plastic sleeve photo albums.  Students will maintain a list of the words, as 
well as the words’ definitions, examples/non-examples, illustrations, and 
use of words in sentences.   
 
 



 
In Grade 5, weekly cumulative quizzes over vocabulary will be given all 
year.  The words will be reviewed daily using flash cards.  Also, there will 
always be a vocabulary section on the unit tests.  The vocabulary section 
on the unit tests are words that are being taught in that particular unit.   
Vocabulary cards will be displayed around the room. 
 
 
 
 
In Grade 6, a Word Wall will be utilized.  Words being used for the current 
chapter will be placed on the Word Wall, along with an example and the 
definition.  A Mid-Chapter vocabulary test and a Chapter vocabulary test 
will be given on these words. 
 
 
 
 
In Grades 7-- 12, the vocabulary from the grade level and/or class TEKS, 
plus SAT vocabulary, will be implemented during classroom instruction 
through lecture and practice, through examples, illustrations, and use of 
the words in sentences and application. 
 



Shallowater ISD Math Vocabulary 
Resources 

 
Bulletin Board Math 
TAKS Coach 
TAKS Master 
Step Up to TAKS 
TAKS Toppers 
Manipulatives 
Curriculum 
ESC 17 web site Math page 
Internet 
Networking & alignment with grade level above & below  
Mentoring Minds 
 
 “Building Academic Vocabulary” by Robert J. Marzano  
 
“Teaching Word Meanings” by Steven A. Stahl & William E. Nagy  
 
“Bringing Words to Life: Robust Vocabulary Instruction” by 
 Isabel Beck, Margaret McKeown, & Linda Kucan   
 
 



        Kindergarten Math Vocabulary

Addition Comparison Graphing Numbers
Add Fewer Bar Graph After
Addition Fewest Pictograph Backward
Altogether Greater Picture Graph Before
Combine Greatest Horizontal Between
Equal Least Vertical Digit
Horizontal Most Equal to
In all Measurement Fewest
Join Days of the Week Length Forward
More Sunday Long Greatest
Plus Monday Longer Least
Put together Tuesday Longest Less than
Sum Wednesday Measure More than
Total Thursday Measurement Most
Vertical Friday Ruler Numeral

Saturday Short Order
Capacity and Weight Shorter Set
Capacity Fractions Shortest
Empty Equal Parts Tall Number Word
Full Fewer Taller Zero
Heavier Half Tallest One
Heaviest Halves Two
Heavy One to one Money Three
Holds More Cent Four
Least Part Coin Five
Less Same number Cost Six
Light Set Dime Seven
Lighter Whole Nickel Eight
Lightest Penny Nine
More Geometry Quarter Ten
Most Area Value
Same Cone Ordinals
Scale Corner Months of the Year Order
Weight Covers More January First

Covers Less February Second
Color Words Covers the Same March Third
Black Cube April Fourth
Blue Cylinder May Fifth
Brown Face June Sixth
Green Pyramid July Seventh
Orange Rectangular Prism August Eighth
Pink Shape September Ninth
Purple Sides October Tenth
Red Sphere November
White Triangular Prism December



Yellow Three Dimensional

        Kindergarten Math Vocabulary Page 2

Positions Problem Solving Subtraction Time
Above Act It Out Compare AM
After Check Difference Calendar
Before Draw a Picture Fewer Clock
Below Estimate Minus Date
Beside Guess Separate Day
Between Look for a Pattern Subtract First
Bottom Use Logical Reasoning Subtraction Hour
Down Hour Hand
Inside Shapes Temperature Last
Left Circle Cold Less Time
Middle Heart Colder Minute Hand
Outside Octagon Coldest Month
Over Oval Cooler More Time
Position Rectangle Hot Morning
Right Rhombus Hotter Next
Top Star Hottest Night
Under Square Temperature  Noon
Up Trapezoid Thermometer PM

Triangle Warmer O’clock
Patterns Oval Season
Even 2-dimensional Time
Extend Today
Odd Sorting Tomorrow
Pattern Alike Week
Predict Attributes Year
Skip Counting Big Yesterday

Color
Compare

Place Value Different
Hundreds Equal Parts
Ones Same
Tens Shape

Sides
Size
Small



        First Grade Math Vocabulary

Addition Fractions Number Ordinals
add equal parts Comparison first
addition fouths equal second
addend half equal to third
addition thirds greater than fourth
altogether whole greatest fifth
combine least sixth
count on Length less than seventh
digit centimeter more eight
doubles feet most ninth
equal height not equal tenth
fact family inch smallest
horizontal length tallest Patterns
in all longest even
number sentence measure Number Concepts odd
plus shortest after
set measure before Place Value
solve shortest digit digit
sum units hundreds' chart hundreds
vertical in between ones

Money last tens
Capacity coin next
capacity dime order Probability &
cups money skip count Statistics
gallon nickel set bar graph
liter penny pictograph
quarts quarter Number Words picture graph

value one eleven
Estimation two twelve
estimate three thirteen
impossible four fourteen
possible five fifteen
reasonable six sixteen

seven seventeen
eight eighteen
nine nineteen
ten twenty



         First Grade Math Vocabulary Page 2

Shapes Subtraction Time Tools
circle count back afternoon cups
cone difference analog ruler
corner digit clock scale
cube fact family date
cylinder left day
face minus digital
oval number line half-hour
pattern separate hour
pyramid subtract hour hand
rectangle subtraction minute
retangular minute hand
   pyramid month
sphere morning
square night
symmetry noon
triangle o'clock
triangular second
  pyramid time
2 dimensional today
3 dimensional tomorrow

year
yesterday



100’s chart halves
altogether horizontal
addend hour
answer how many
area how much
arrays in all
attribute in order
belongs inch
below last week
centimeter least
choose least likely
chose left
chosen length
clock less likely
coins less than
collection letter
cost long
cube look
day mark
days of the week means
degrees Fahrenheit (5 min increments) measure
denominator millimeter
diagonal minute

Second Grade Math Vocabulary  

diagonal minute
difference missing
different missing number
digit money
dollars more likely
during most
each most likely
edge name fractions (denominators of 12 or less)
equal next
equal parts number
equivalent number line
exactly number sentence
face numbers to 999 (read and write)
feet numeral
figure object
find package
find out paired numbers
foot part of the group
fraction patterns
graph (picto and bar) perimeter
greater than picked
greatest picture
group piece
growing pattern place value (to 999)
half polygon



prism
pyramid
question
recording (data)
regroup
repeating pattern
represents
round
ruler
shaded
shaded part
shapes
shown
shows
side
solid
sphere
sum
symmetry
table
tells
temperature
thermometer

Second Grade Math Vocabulary Page 2  

time
total
use symbols >,<, and =
value
value of collection of coins
vertex
vertical
week
which
without
work the problem
yard
year



Third Grade Math Vocabulary

about digit guess and check
addend dime half
addition distance half dollar
A.M. divide halves
angle dividend height
area divisible hexagon
array division hexagonal prism
bar graph division sentence hexagonal pyramid
base division sign horizontal
base ten blocks divisor hour
between dollars hour hand
bills each hundreds
calendar edge hundred thousands
capacity elapsed time inch (in.)
Celsius equal increase
cent equal area information
centimeter equal groups inverse operation
chance equal parts key
change equally likely kilograms (kg)
circle equation kilometers (km
clock equivalent amounts least
coins equivalent fractions least likely to occur
column estimate length
combined total even less
comparative even numbers less likely
compare expanded form less than
compatible numbers face line
complete fact family line of symmetry
cone factor line segment
congruent facts liters (L)
congruent figures Fahrenheit logic
corner farther logical reasoning
cube fewer long
cups figure measure
curve flat measurement
customary system folded meter (m)
cylinder foot/feet (ft) method
data fourths metric system
day fraction mile (mi)
decimal fractional part milliliter
decimal point gallon millimeter
decimeter geometric figure minuend
decrease graph minus
degree gram (g) minute
denominator greater minute hand
diagonal greater than missing addend
difference grid missing data



Third Grade Math Vocabulary Page 2
missing factors point survey
month polygon symbols
more likely pound (lb) symmetry
most prediction table
most likely prism tally chart
most likely to occur probablility tangram
multiples process ten thousands
multiplication product temperature
multiplication sentence pyramid tens
multiplication sign quadrilateral thermometer
multiply quarter thirds
multi-step problem quarter hour thousands
name to numeral quarts (qt three-dimensional figure
nickel quotient times
noon reasonable total
number line recording trapezoid
number sentence rectangle triangle
numeral rectangular prism triangular prism
numerator rectangular pyramid triangular pyramid
octagon relationship two-dimensional figure
odd regroup unshaded
odds represents value 
odd numbers results Venn diagram
ones rhombus Vertex
open curve right angle vertical
operation round vertices
order rounding volume
ordinal numbers rows week
ounces (oz) ruler weigh
outcome second weight
parallel shaded whole
parallel lines SI (metric) system width
parallelogram sides word form
patterns similar work backwards
penny solid figures yard (yd)
pentagon sphere year
pentagonal prism square zero 
pentagonal pyramid square inch
perimeter square prism
pictograph square pyramid
pint (pt) square units
place value standard form
place value chart subtrahend
plus subtraction
P.M. sum



Fourth Grade Math Vocabulary

Acute angle Fact family Ounce 
Acute triangle Factor Outcome 
Add, addition Fahrenheit P.M.
A.M. Feet Pattern 
Angle Fraction Parallel lines
Area Gallon Parallelogram
Array Gram  Pentagon  
Bar graph Graph Pentagonal prism
Base Greatest Pentagonal pyramid
Capacity Hexagon Perimeter 
Celsius Hexagonal prism Perpendicular lines
Centimeter Hexagonal pyramid Pint 
Combinations Height Place value 
Compare Hour Place value chart
Cone Hundredth Polygon 
Congruent Improper fraction Pound 
Convert Inch Possible outcome
Cube Intersecting lines Prism 
Cubic unit Increase Product 
Cup Isosceles triangle Proper fraction 
Customary Kilogram Pyramid 
Cylinder Kilometer Quadrilateral 
Day Least Quart 
Decagon  Length Quotient 
Decimal Line Ray 
Decimal point Line segment Rectangle 
Decrease Liter Rectangular prism
Degrees Mass Rectangular pyramid
Denominator Meter Reflection 
Difference Method Regroup 
Digit Metric Related sets
Divide, division Mile Remainder 
Divisible Milligram Rhombus 
Dividend Milliliter Right angle
Divisor Millimeter Right triangle
dozen Minute Rotation 
Edge Mixed number Round 
Elapsed time Month Scalene triangle 
End point Multiply, multiplication Side 
Equal, equivalent Number line Sphere 
Equation Number sentence Square 
Equilateral triangle Numerator Square prism
Equivalent fractions Obtuse angles Square pyramid
Estimate Obtuse triangle Square unit 
Expanded form Octagon Standard form
Expression  Operation Subtract, subtraction
Face Order, ordering Sum 



Fourth Grade Math Vocabulary Page 2
T chart
Temperature 
Tenth
Thermometer 
Three dimensional figure 
Time 
Ton 
Transformation 
Translation 
Trapezoid 
Tree diagram
Triangle 
Triangular prism
Triangular pyramid
Two dimensional figure
Value 
Vertex, vertices
Volume
Week  
Weight 
Width 
Word form 
Yard 
Year 



Fifth Grade Math Vocabulary

above guess and check
acute angle height
addition hexagon
algebraic expression histogram
area horizontal
ascending hour
between improper fraction
cardinal number in front
centimeter (gram/liter) inch
chance increasing pattern
circle inside
closed figure intersecting
composite number intersecting lines
coordinate isosceles triangle
congruent kilometer (gram/liter)
congruent angles least common denominator
coordinate plane left
corner length
customary measures less than
day least common multiple
decagon line of symmetry
decimal lists
decreasing pattern liter
denominator location
descending mass
diagonal measuring cup
difference median
direction meter
distance metric measures
dividend millimeter(gram/liter)
divisor minute
edge mixed number
equation mode
equilateral triangle model
equivalent money
estimate multiple
estimate answer near
exponent number
face number line
factor numeral
foot (measurement) numerator
formula numeric pattern
fraction oblique lines
gram
graph
greater than
greatest common factor



Fifth Grade Math Vocabulary Page 2
obtuse angle scalene triangle
octagon second (time)
ordinal number set
orientation shape combination
outcome shape pattern
outside similar
parallel solution
parallel lines square
parallelogram standard measures of time
pattern standard measures of weight
pattern extension subtraction
pentagon sum
percent surface area
perimeter symmetry
perpendicular table
polygon temperate estimation
pound temperate measurement
prediction temperature
prime factorization tessellate
prime numbers three dimensional figures
prism time interval
probability transformations
product translation
pyramid trapezoid
quadrants triangle
quadrilateral two dimensional figures
quotient under volume
range variable
reciprocal vertical
rectangle vertex
reflection volume
regular polygon week
rhombus whole number
right width
right angle x coordinate
rotation y coordinate



Sixth Grade Math Vocabulary

even height
odd percent
least linear
greatest reflection
fraction rotation
shaded quadrilateral
geometry polygon
approximate hexagon
below pentagon
above octagon
numeral variable
area reciprocal
conversion ratio
symetry obtuse angle
meter acute angle
centimeter right angle
decimeter straight angle
kilometer average
product radius
sum diameter
difference dividend
quotient divisor
factor parallelogram
multiple trapezoid
fewest rhombus
increase similar
decrease composite number
inscribed prime number
perimeter acute triangle
circumference obtuse triangle
congruent right triangle
isosceles triangle
equilateral triangle
scalene triangle
volume
cube
triangle
sphere
circle
cylinder
cone
perpendicular lines
parallel lines
estimate
rounding off
length
width



Seventh Grade Math Vocabulary

mode right triangle
obtuse triangle 2-dimensional shape
nonagon 3-dimensional shape
quotient probability
similar common denominator
scalene triangle constant unit price
sum pyramid
horizontal lines prism
median divisibility
quadrilateral equivalent fraction
difference improper fraction
factor measures of central tendency:   
complementary angles mean, median, mode, range
area of a circle
acute angle
area of a triangle
vertex or vertices
supplementary angles
symmetry
vertical lines
volume/capacity
intersect
polygon
isosceles triangle
range
translation
perimeter
mean
octagon
radius
face
circumference
parallel lines
congruent
area of a square or rectangle
plane
decagon
diameter
hexagon
edge
equilateral triangle
product
perpendicular lines
rotation
percent
pentagon
reflection



Eighth Grade Math Vocabulary

absolute value formula quotient
acute fractions range
added frequency table rate
adding graph ratio
addition property of equality height rational numbers
additive inverse histogram reasonable answer
algebraic expression hypotenuse reciprocal
alternate interior angles inequality rectangle
alternate exterior angles inference reflection
altitude inscribed angle replacement set
arc integer row
area interest sample
array interquartile range scale factor
associative property inverse operation scatter plot
bar graph irrational numbers simplify
base isosceles skew
box-and-whisker plot line plot solution
circle graph line symmetry square
circumference lower quartile statistics
column matrix substitute
commutative property mean subtraction, property of equality
compatible numbers measures of central tendency sum
complementary angles median surface area
congruent triangles  mode unit rate
convert multiple upper quartile
coordinate multiplication property of equality variable
coordinate graph mutliplicative inverse variation
coordinate system numerical expression volume
corresponding angles  obtuse whole
corresponding parts open sentence X-axis
cross products opposite Y-axis
data analysis order of operations Y coordinate
decimals ordered pair zero pair
difference origin
distributive property outlier
divisibility parallel line
division property of equality parallelogram
element partial product
eliminate possibilities percent
equation perimeter
equilateral perpendicular
equivalent  polygon
evaluate power
exponent proportion
expression quadrant
factor quadrilateral
factorials quartiles



High School Math Vocabulary

Accurately data set
Algebraic expression day decimeter
Alternate interior angles decreasing function
Angle of depression deduct
Angle of inclination deductive reasoning
Approximate volume dependent
Arc length dependent quantity or variable
Associative property depreciate
Balance determine
Based on the graph determine the validity
Best described diagonal
Best represents diagram
Bonus dimension
Calculate dimensions of net
Calculations direct bariation
Capacity distribution
Categories distributive property
Centimeter domain
Central angle domain of function
Circle doubled
Circle graph effect 
Circular effect on graph
Collection elapsed time
Combination endpoint
Commission equation
Commutative property Euclidean geometry
Composite figure Example
Conclusion Experimental probability
Cone Factors of trinomial or  polynomial
Congruence transformations Feet
Conjectures Floor plan
Consecutive increment Foot 
Constant speed Formulate
Context Fractals
Contradict Frequency
Contrapositive Function
Converse Functional relationship
Convex polygon Gallon
Coordinate grid General form
Coordinates Grams
Correlation Graph
Corresponding angles Graphical description
Counter example Horizontal
Cube Horizontal distance
cubic feet Hour
cup Image 
cylinder Inches



High School Math Vocabulary Page 2
Increased nonlinear function
Increasing function nonnegative
Independent quantity or variable numerical solution
Inductive reasoning octagon
Inequality odd numbers
Inference original price
Inscribed ounces
Interior angles overdrawn
Interpretation supported by the graph parabola
Intersect parallel lines
Interval parameters of linear functions
Invalidate parent function
Inverse per
Irregularly shaped percent of change
Isometric perimeter
Isosceles trapezoid perpendicular distance
Kilograms perpendicular lines
Kilometer pi
Laps pint
Laws of exponents point of intersection
Leap year point-slope
Line segment polyhedra
Linear equation polynomial
Linear function polynomial expression
Linear parent function possible values
Liter pound
Location power
Mapping predict
Mass prime numbers
Maximum prism
Mean probability
Measure of central tendency product
Median projection
Meter proportional
Midpoint proportional change
Mile purchased
Miles per hour pyramid
Milligrams Pythagorean Theorem
Millimeter Pythagorean triples
Minimum Quadratic
minute Quadratic function
mode Quadratic parent function
months Quart
 mortgage Radius
 most accurately represents the data Raise to a power
natural numbers Random sample
non-Euclidean Random selection
non-example Range



High School Math Vocabulary Page 3
Range of a function Theoretical 
Rate of change Theoretical probability
Rational Three-dimensional figure
Rays Ton
Real numbers Transaction
Reasonable conclusion Transformation
Rectangle Transformation of function
Rectangular prism Translate
Regular polygon Translation
Relationship Trapezoid
Replacement set Triangle
Respect to Trinoial
Revolution Tripled
Rhombus Two-dimensional figure
Right cone Unknown
Roots Valid conclusion
Same side interior angle Verbal description
Scale factor Verify
Scenario Vertex
Seconds Vertex of parabola
Sections Vertical vertical angles
Sector Vertices
Sequence Volume
Shaded Week
Shift Weight
Similar x-intercept
Simple interest yards
Simplify the expression year
Situation y-intercept
Slope of a line zeros of linear function
Slope-intercept
Solid figure
Solution set
Solution of equation
Special right triangles
Sphere
Square pyramid
Square toot
Square units
Stage
Statement is true
Surface area
Survey
Surveyed
Symbolic equation
System of equations
Table
Tessellations
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